RAECO Platform
I am pleased to welcome you from the company’s new media platform
that is considered a new addition and achievement within the company
continuous pursuit towards more strong relations based on knowledge
and bilateral confidence between the management and the company
employees.
We have admitted the responsibility of making such half-yearly
periodical, one of the most important media platforms that the company
depends on in transferring its developmental strategy to the citizens
from inside and outside the company. Meanwhile we cast light on the
company activities and achievements that were materialized during the
period between one issue and another of «Wahaj».
The idea of issuing a periodical for any organization is an evidence on the high quality of media service
offered by such organization. This project is very useful as it would contribute in promoting the communication
between the company employees and management. This would also help all the parties that deal with the
company such as contractors, consultants and subscribers to know about the company news and events
whether on the level of the services offered or the upgrades and developments on its projects.
I would like to use this opportunity to confirm that this periodical that is called «Wahaj» depends on
rationalization of the electricity consumption. The idea of this periodical mainly relies on promoting the
psychological support for all the company employees throughout the meetings that are held with them.
These meetings help in highlighting their views of points transparently and clearly.
This publication will be issued every six months. It will offer many new and useful topics that would promote
the communication between all parties as well as spreading the valuable information that would help in
building better and more stable relations. This periodical would be exceptional as it would cover some
of the company achievements. In our first issue, we would cover several significant topics including the
company recent news as well as some interviews with some employees and other valuable and significant
topics.
Finally, I would like to thank all the parties that helped in brining this project to the light, wishing that this
publication would be the company media platform that enables it to spread its message to all the society
categories.
Editor in Chief
Hamad bin Salim Al-Maghdari
General Manager
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Consumption Culture

Electricity is one of the modern life miracles called to be the
eighth wonder. The discovery of it resulted in huge development
all over the world during the last and current centuries. Now
the modern life entirely depends entirely on electricity. Many
people consider electricity as one of the most important artificial
energy resources that have to be preserved. From this starting
point we launch RAECO campaign for electricity safety and
rationalization (rationalize…. save one Riyal for your family).
The conception of ..(rationalization) differs and changes
amongst the people. Some of them think it means stinginess
to minimize the costs to the lowest limit, some others think it
means strict and tight regulations similar to the laws that hinder the freedom of use and benefit
from the energy resources. Most of them think it is a particular style for saving expenditures.
In fact, the rationalization principle that RAECO intends to achieve is the implied meanings
of this word. The consumption rationalization doesn’t mean lowering the consumption but
it specifically means the ideal use by resorting to whatever wise practices and methods in
consumption for getting the best benefits and results concerning consumption including the
prevention of power waste and avoidance of power loss in addition to saving the costs.
The electricity has given us more comfort and freedom in our daily life. A study shows that
our electricity consumption doesn’t stop at the time of switching the electric appliance off by
our remote controller (any electric appliance such as TV, VCR or cassette recorder are not
turned off completely at ending our usage by the switching them off by the remote controller.
These appliances continue to consume an amount of energy even though we think that we have
already switched them off). This is called keeping the electric appliance in a standby mode so
the misunderstanding of a lot of people regarding switching off the electric appliances by the
remote controller results in non-stop use of electricity. Accordingly, it is important to be aware
about the consumption culture.
For this reason, the campaign has relied on the direct communication with the subscribers in their
regions and dwellings considering them the most important category in power consumption in
our daily life. We would concentrate on the attempt to change some of the erroneous manners
and behaviors in electricity consumption. The campaign also targets the school students by
paying visits to schools as well as organizing open meetings with the Omani women’s societies,
holding lectures in the sports clubs and the public places, in addition to organizing meetings in
the offices of Walis and governmental associations in order to materialize the RAECO attempt
to change the electricity consumption behavior of the citizens and expatriates.
Finally, I would like to highlight that our state spends large sums of money to secure the
electric power by various means of generations but the consumption rationalization remains
the prime responsibility of the citizen, as he/she is the direct consumer of such power. Power
rationalization would come back with benefit to us in addition this would be an evidence
on our awareness and care. Electricity rationalization is the way to save it for future usage.
Rational use of power is also a religious requirement of our true religion. Nations grow by
their knowledge and work, so power rationalization could be a criteria for the state progress
and development.
Managing Editor
Amal bint Ibrahim Al-Wihibi
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Human Resources, Task & Vision

As a starting point, I wish from Almighty Allah that our
magazine “Wahaj” being satisfactory and acceptable to
all our readers, wishing to continue its publication in
the future. It is relevant in this editorial to inform our
dear readers about the meaning of the human resources
management.
Human resources management is one of the most
important function of the management as it focuses on
the human force that is considered the most precious
resource and the most influential factor in production.
Managing and developing the human resources is a very
important for any organization as it aims to promote
the organizational abilities by enabling it to attract the
Salim bin Abdullah
required qualified cadres that would be able to cope with
Al-Hamaidi
the current and future challenges. It is no surprise to know Human Resources Manager
that the rise or the decrease of the price of any company’s
shares is the result of the human factor in the company. The human resources can
radically contribute in growing the company profitability.
The human resources functions differ from one organization to another depending on
the volume of the organization and its businesses. But there are a number of main
functions for the human resources in any organization including, planning, organizing,
establishing the organizational structures, recruitment, training, developing, performance
management as well as motivating the employees to increase their productivity, raise
their efficiency, effectivity and directing them to achieve the organization goals and any
other elements relevant to the human factor.
The human resources management briefly means the ideal use of the human factor. It
deals with the efficiency, abilities and experience of this human factor as well as his/
her enthusiasm to work. The organization success and efficiency largely depends on its
ability to achieve its goals. The human factor is the main pillar that helps the organization
to achieve such goals. For our company, the human resources are the essential factor
that our company depends upon in achieving its goals so the company always works on
developing and promoting them.
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RAECO participated in SQU career fare that was
organized by the university occupational guidance
center recently. 57 companies from various fields in
the governmental and private sectors have participated
in the exhibition.
In this exhibition, the company offered an
extinguished opportunity for students and graduates
to get knowledge about its plans in employment of the
local cadres who are graduated from Sultan Qaboos
University. It also highlighted the opportunities that
the company provides to the SQU graduates as well as
the training opportunities that the employees can get
in all the business sectors of the company.

Company News

RAECO Participates in SQU Employment & Training Exhibition

The company also participates in Caledonian Engineering College Exhibition
RAECO participated in the Career fare organized by
Caledonian Engineering College from 24 to 26 April
2010.
The company has offered employment and training
opportunities for the students and graduates. The
company applies latest methods in attracting the
effective cadres. It also provides them with the
necessary training in order to enable them to undertake
their jobs properly.

The company also use the modern methods in training.
It is worth mentioning that Omanization ratio in the
company is 90% and it seeks to make in 100% soon.
The company managed to get ISO certification
recently. In addition the company achieved successful
business targets regarding supply and provide power
to the regions under its license. The company also
managed to record profits of RO 10 million.

RAECO Organizes Workshop on HSE

Rural Areas Electricity Company organized a
workshop on (HSE) Health, Safety, Environment.
Several officials and company employees in
addition to officials from the companies that run
the power generation plants as well as the HSE
companies and the companies that implement
the projects.
The goal of the workshop is to provide
the participants with knowledge about the
procedures that have to be taken concerning
HSE during working under the company or
under the companies that work with it. During
teamwork were discussed in order to promote the
the workshop, the abilities of development
and reaching higher levels as well as working in HSE concept in the company and its contractors.

july 2010
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RAECO Opens Al Misfa
Warehouse

In April 2010, RAECO moved about RO 6 Million in
inventory to a 5,000sq.m warehouse in Al- Misfa in
order to accommodate our rapidly expanding business.
The move planning process started 2 months prior to the
scheduled move date. The first step was determining the
timing. We decided to move the heavy items followed
by the light items. A different move schedule may have
caused prolonged logistical issues, such as missing
parts and the in-efficiencies that would have come with
operating multiple facilities over a longer period of
time.
With the latest move came state-of-the-art warehouse
and inventory-tracking upgrades. An art racking system
has been installed which currently provides in excess of
980sq.m of shelf space and has the ability to incorporate
an integrated mezzanine level, thereby enabling us to
carry even more stock items with increased efficiency.
We are also currently in process of implementing
barcode scanners to automatically identify the parts
and locations as they move through the warehouse.
Handheld computers will allow us to remotely receive
and also pick all orders to insure the right items gets
to the right power stations. It’s a long way from the
old RAECO warehouse where a few inventory and
warehousing employees knew where everything was,
and orders were tracked on paper.

Procurement & Strategy Department Provides procurement Manual

One of our major achievements was finalizing the
Procurement manual. The purpose of this Manual
is to provide a step-by-step guide to the various
standard Procurement practices required to procure
materials and services and to provide a guideline to
RAECO procurement department to follow these
procurement practices.
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These standard practices are prevalent for procurement
of goods, works, services etc. through quality and cost
based competition, process of tendering, evaluation
of bids, award of contract etc. are discussed and
procedures and guidelines are developed and described
in this Manual.

RAECO Marks New Mazyouna Power Station

RAECO celebrated the opening of the new Mazyouna
Power Station with capacity of 5MW. This power
station aims at meeting the growing need for power
and the population increase in the wilayat. The cost of
constructing this power station is RO 804,452.000

RAECO Records RO 6 Mn Annual Profit in 2009
The company records annual profit of RO 6 million
during 2009. The company first recorded a profit
of RO 135,678. The company also managed to
register an increase in the power generation by
13%. Musandam Governorate take 58% of the total

power generated while Al-Wusta Region and Dhofar
Governorate take 22% and 20% successively. The
total water desalination recorded 24% in 2008 due
to the extension in capacity in addition to Masirah
water desalination extension.

RAECO Completes Establishment of Saih
al-Khayrat Power Plant for RO 1,227600.000

The company finalized its preparation for the
opening of Saih Al-Khayrat power plant in Dhofar
Governorate.
The gross power of the new station is 12 KW. That
would result in increasing the power plant capacity
to 20000KW. This extension aims at providing the
required power for Al-Safa Poultry Farms and Najad
Farms in addition to providing efficient power to the
citizens, associations and the companies in this area
and the neighboring areas. The gross cost of these

three projects is RO 1,227600.000 million. The
company also prepares to open Duqm Power Station
by the end of this year. This project would be one of
the major national projects due to its impact on other
tourist and economic major projects.

Establishment of Al-Khadra Power Plant in Al-Gazer Wilayat Starts
Work is underway now for the establishment
of Al-Khadra Power Plant in Wilayat of
Al-Gazer in Al-Wusta Region for a cost of

RO 1.3 million. This aims at meeting the
growing demand for power in the summer
season.

july 2010
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PROJECTS EXECUTION
Rural Areas Electricity Company
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Preparing Rural Areas Electricity Company to launch its second Campaign To
Rationalize Electricity Consumption And Safety under the slogan (Rationalize
... and save your riyal for your household).
Which is scheduled to begin from the
masirah state, having been launched
in January of this past year.
Especially with the intensification
of the summer heat and frequent
power outages.
The campaign in its second phase
will also include the rationalization
of electricity and safety risks as well
as launching a pleasant surprise to
customers who are committed to
pay the monthly bills regularly and
maintain power.
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We have a convoy campaign at
schools and the women’s associations
and government agencies in each
of the Musandam and the Central
Region
It is worth mentioning that the
personalities and Haag were also
involved in this campaign and
after the participants won the
admiration and love which calls for
the rationalization and reduction of
electricity consumption

Mohammed Redha Al Lawati:
Spirit of Cooperation & Brotherhood, Basis of Successful Work
He is known of being disciplined
and good behaved. He made the
excellency, his main target making
so he becomes an ideal example
amongst his colleagues. His
resistance for success made him
able to occupy several important
positions in the company. Several
factors made Mohammed Redha
Moosa Al-Lawati, the exemplary
employee for this publication.
Let’s see this interview with him.
Could you tell us about
yourself?
My name is Mohammed Redha
Moosa Al-Lawati. I work in the
Customer Account Revenue
Reviewer Audit Section.
How did you join RAECO?
I am proud to be one of the old
employees who witnessed the
company renaissance period. I
was employed in the company
in May 2005. I worked before
that in a number of ministries
and governmental associations
such as Ministry of Finance and
Ministry of Housing, Electricity
& Water.
You have been working in the
company for five years, didn’t
you think during this period
to try to work for another
company?
Frankly, the spirit of cooperation
and brotherhood that is spread
by the company management

makes it very difficult for any
employee to think of working for
another company or organization.
Rural Areas Electricity Company
provides all conditions for the
good work as it also continuously
works on promoting the skills
of the company employees
by providing them with the
specialized training programs in
all fields.
The company seeks to promote
the abilities of its workers as well
as inciting their desires. There
will be no achievement with the
existence of ability only but the
desire should be there and vice
versa. The company also works for
discovering the best abilities of its
workers by providing them with
the best psychological comfort
and avoidance of any tension and
pressure in order to replace the
old shape of workplace that was
previously seen as a prison full of
orders and boring red tape. The
company made the workplace
another home for the employees
by avoiding any pressure and

replacing it with productive
energy that could serve the
company’s interests.
All these factors made the RAECO
employees think thousand times
before even trying to work for
another company.
What are the jobs that you have
occupied since joining the
company?
I worked for some department
including
Financial
Affairs
Department and Audit Department.
Now, I am working as customer
account Revenue Reviewer.
Could you tell us about your
future goals and aspirations?
My goal is to continue working
for the company with all my
energy and be trustworthy for the
company management. I wish
that the company could achieve
more prosperity and multiply its
share capital.
Final word!!
I would like to thank you for
interviewing me and thank
the RAECO management for
choosing me to be the exemplary
employee of this month wishing
to meet the company’s continuous
satisfaction. I hope that this
publication would last and be
the company’s true mirror that
reflects its achievements.
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Successful Management, Main Pillar

Since the new management came to office in 2007, it
works for developing and improving the occupational and
administrative performance. It has taken immediate decision
to appoint new executive management that can work for
progressing all the company departments. It also changed
the organizational structure to cope with and contain its daily
operations. Some departments were restructured and some
others were innovated in order to organize the workflow more
effectively and improve the company general performance.
All these factors formed the corner stone that the company
relied on in increasing its profitability by inciting the
employees to work more actively and efficiently as well as
encouraging them to use the fuel rationally in order to lessen
the production cost. RAECO management also worked for
the achievement of more progress and quality training in
order to match the restructuring process. This resulted in
more efficient employees who have better time management

and more technical skills in using the available resources. The
management also pays much attention to the development of
the company employees to cope with the modern technical
and administrative progress.
Thanks to the sound financial management that played a big
role in achieving this success. This success and the company
attempt to get the highest level of profitability doesn’t
discourage the company from its pursuit in searching for
the best methods to reach and cover the rugged and rough
locations. Meanwhile, the company also focused on decreasing
the power cut frequency that the networks were facing at the
rush hours. The company managed to achieve this target by
the help of the concerned authorities such as Public Authority
for Electricity and Water. This is not everything; the company
also executed rehabilitation processes for several small or
medium capacity networks in order to avoid the power cut
that might occur at the time of the heavy load.

ISO 9001/2008: Quality Management
System.

The company attained another achievement by getting the ISO
9001/2008 making it the first Omani company in electricity sector
to get this type of certificate. This certification materializes the
appreciation to the company efforts in acquiring the quality
management and performance. This certificate would contribute
in verifying the quality of the services and administrative system
as well as helping in evolving the internal regulations that have
an impact on the customers, as it helps in providing high quality
services in all areas being serviced by the company.
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With Love and Appreciation Pay You Farewell

Saif bin Yahia Al-Kindi
Training, Development & HR Officer

Ideal Employees 2010

Hytham bin Salim Al-Hamidi

Ahmed bin Salim Al-Nahari

Hamoud bin Said Al-Maghtisi

Rahma bint Khalfan Al-Ismaili

Welcome
Kamlah bint Badr

Salih bin Mohammed

Abdullah bin Salim

Ahmed bin Saleh

Ahmed bin Mohammed

Safiyah bint Khamis

Al-Kharousi

Al-Shihi

Al-Shariqi

Ambo-Saidi

Al-Badawi

Al-Kuomi

Ali bin Mahfouz Al-Arimi

Abdullah bin Juma

Selogan Jofandar

Jacobos Neckolas Jansen Van

Terens Richard Shepaird

Wani Al-Wihibi
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Sudoku is a number placement puzzle based on logic
rather than mathematics. Sudoku gained worldwide
popularity in early 2005 and began selling in the form
of puzzle books, handheld electronic versions and
board games, as well as appearing in thousands of
daily newspapers.
The concept of Sudoku is simple. The puzzle consists
of a 9x9 square grid that is divided into nine 3x3
squares, resulting in nine rows and nine columns, for a
total of 81 small squares. The unsolved Sudoku puzzle
supplies only a few numbers in random squares. To
solve the puzzle, the remaining squares must be filled
in with the numbers 1 through 9, each appearing only
once in each row, column and 3x3 square

ACROSS
1 Securities market
4 ‹MORE› in Madrid
7 Disposed
10 Bill Gates, for example
11 _____ Carter
12 Church seat
13 Slang for a sailor
14 Television network
15 Favoring a proposition
16 Rose-shaped badge
19 Fail
21 Work up in a new form
24 Left-hand column of accounts
26 Donny & _____
27 A favorite of Aphrodite
29 Not any
DOWN
1 Mo.
2 _____ Service
3 Confirm
4 Charts
5 Dark orange-yellow color
6 A formulated procedure
7 Outward impressions
8 For each
9 Cube root of eight
17 Think
18 Clan chief
19 Regulates pharmaceuticals
20 Digital watch read-out
22 Title of respect
23 _____ Jude
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30 A prevailing system
32 ‹Polution Police›
34 Baseball stat.
35 The Pentium, for example
38 A cereal grass
39 Distilled from molasses
40 Go astray morally
41 Midway between north and
northeast
42 Resort town in east Belgium
43 Aluminum coin of Indonesia

25 Big cats
28 Sweet liquid (alternate
spelling)
31 Mother
32 Two or more eras
33 God of forests, pastures &
flocks
36 Prefix meaning ‹PRIOR TO›
37 Vase

Wahaj Tips
• Close all windows and doors for not allowing
•
•

the hot air to get inside by filling up all the
holes around windows and doors.
Drop down the curtain of the windows in
order to prevent the outside temperature
from get inside.
Make the AC temperature 23 degrees as this
the comfortable cooling temperature.

